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F
lights canceled because of severe storms. Passengers
delayed because of winds, snow, or ice. Everybody
is familiar with the effect that weather has on air
transportation. However, the bulk of aviation activ-
ity is made up of small planes flown by both private


and commercial pilots for a wide range of purposes, includ-
ing recreation and business. Known collectively as general
aviation, these operations do not have the support of airline
organizations, flight dispatchers, or sophisticated systems
for gathering and displaying weather information. Weather
plays an even more significant role in general aviation than in
airline transportation because general aviation planes operate
at lower altitudes, where weather is more volatile and difficult
to predict. Weather-related crashes account for almost 15% of
the overall fatalities in general aviation (Aircraft Owners and
Pilots Association, 2006).


The general aviation pilot must rely primarily on limited
forms of weather information that are obtained before depar-
ture. International conventions prescribe the format for
current and forecast weather information about departure
and destination airfields. The formats include terminal area
forecasts (TAFs) and meteorological aerodrome reports
(METARs). These are provided in a cryptic form using
abbreviations such as “SCT” for “scattered” and “VIS” for
“visibility.” Pilots must learn the code in order to fully
understand the forecast.


The code is so complex that some civil aviation authori-
ties provide pilots with a decoding tool (see Figure 1). Not
surprisingly, there have been suggestions that to improve
comprehension and memory for the weather information,
these forecasts should be provided in plain English or, better
still, graphical form.


In this article, we describe how to apply existing principles
developed by both human factors engineers and graphic de-
signers to the redesign of a graphic weather display for pilots.


We were approached by the New Zealand developers of a
software product (FlySafeTM) that was designed to translate
coded weather reports into both a plain-language version and
a graphical representation (see Figure 2). Although this
translation seemed to be an admirable idea, on examining it
more closely, we felt that there were a number of deficiencies
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FEATURE AT A GLANCE: Before embarking on a flight, pilots
need to acquire information about the actual and forecast weather
conditions. Concerns have been raised about the traditional coded
format used to provide this information. Software developers
have recently provided tools for generating both plain-English and
graphical versions of these coded weather observations. We
show how we successfully applied a number of ergonomic display
principles to improve the graphic display of weather information
for general aviation pilots.


KEYWORDS: interface design, visual displays, aviation, meteor-
ological information, human engineering


The application of human factors/
ergonomics principles to weather-
monitoring software for small planes
helps pilots avoid stormy flights.


Redesigning a Graphic
Weather Display for Pilots
B Y  D AV I D  O ’ H A R E  &  N E I L  S T E N H O U S E


Figure 1. Weather information decoding guide provided to pilots
by the New Zealand Civil Aviation Authority.








with the graphic display, which could be improved by the
application of HF/E principles. We drew on sources includ-
ing graphic design (Tufte, 1983) and engineering psychology
(Wickens & Hollands, 2000).


In the following sections, we outline a set of guiding princi-
ples that we were able to apply to the existing graphic weather
display. We conclude with a brief summary of empirical find-
ings that showed that we were able to make a difference.


First Principle: MAKE THE KEY INFORMATION
SALIENT


Wickens, Lee, Liu, and Gordon Becker (2004) pointed out
the critical importance of “determining the nature of the task
the display is intended to support” (p. 186). Studies of pilot
decision making (e.g., Hunter, Martinussen, & Wiggins, 2003)
have shown that the most important items of information
used in preflight decisions are visibility and cloud cover.
Indeed, these two parameters define the legal requirements
for visual flight that most pilots are bound to observe.


This principle had been violated in the original display (see
Figure 2). One of the most critical pieces of information –
the visibility range – had been drawn in a way that made it
inconspicuous, as if it were a minor part of the cloud cover
display above it. Although the two parameters are of similar im-
portance, the cloud cover display occupies more than 10 times
the display space of the visibility information. A major design
goal was to increase the prominence of the visibility informa-
tion and to reduce the discrepancy between the prominence
of the cloud ceiling and visibility representations.


The original display also underemphasized important
information by not making instruments and readings of
instruments more prominent than other parts of the display.
For example, the actual heights of any cloud layers were dis-


played in text of identical size, font, and color to the
set of scale values on the y-axis. We made the text
displaying actual values more prominent by mak-
ing it larger, bolder, and more brightly colored.


The temperature gauge in the original display also
underemphasized the key information to be conveyed
by the gauge: the difference between the air tempera-
ture and dew point values. This is important because
as the air temperature approaches the dew point, the
likelihood increases that fog will form. The bar repre-
senting dew point on the original temperature gauge
appeared as a vibrant navy blue. This made the gray
bar representing air temperature, and the difference
between the two bars, less immediately obvious than
the dew point bar. We remedied this problem by
representing temperature and dew point with two
separate bars adjacent to each other (see Figure 3).
This made both values and, importantly, the differ-
ence between them stand out visually. The difference
(representing the likelihood of fog) is now an emergent
property of the display (Buttigieg & Sanderson, 1991).


Second Principle: SHOW THE DATA
Design expert Edward Tufte’s main principle of quantita-


tive data displays is “above all else, show the data” (1983, p. 92).
This entails erasing the maximum amount of ink that is not
needed for information to be conveyed quickly and accurately.
This reduces visual noise and makes the message of the display
clearer. The data-ink ratio is “the proportion of a graphic’s ink
devoted to the non-redundant display of data-information”
(p. 93). Empirical research (e.g., Gillan & Richman, 1994) has
confirmed that performance can improve as a function of the
data-ink ratio but has also shown that this is not invariably
the case.


In the revised display, we removed a large number of
unnecessary scale labels and compass markings that had been
present in the original display (see Figure 4). We also removed
the 3-D effect used for the original display’s wind direction
compass, because it conveyed no useful information and
simply contributed unnecessary ink.


Figure 3. Original (left) and new (center) temperature and dew
point gauges. On the right is an example of what the new display’s
gauge would have looked like if the bars were shaded from the bottom.


Figure 2. Original graphic display as included in the FlySafe software.
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Lines dividing the original display into subsections were
of the same thickness and color as the lines of the instruments
themselves, which made the instruments less visually promi-
nent. In the new display, we made the lines dividing the
components thinner and lighter to make the instruments more
prominent than their background. Finally, we eliminated the
legend in the bottom-right corner of the original display. We
did this because we thought the labels for the parts of the
cloud cover instrument would be better placed on the instru-
ment itself, as this would reduce the visual distance traveled
to access the labels without adding much visual clutter.


Third Principle: MINIMIZE DISTORTIONS
Another design principle espoused by Tufte (1983), and


others before him, was the idea that the display should not
distort or misrepresent the underlying information. In line
with this principle, we altered the bars on the temperature/dew
point gauge so they started from zero (see Figure 3). In the
original display, the bars had started at the minimum point
on the gauge, representing –20 °C.


Reducing the ratio of the length of the bars made the
temperature and dew point bars seem closer than they really
were. For example, in the original display (Figure 3), the bar
representing the 6°C dew point is 72% of the height of the bar
representing the temperature of 16°C. In contrast, in the re-
designed display, the 6°C dew point bar is only 37.5% of the
height of the 16 °C temperature bar. The original design dis-
torts the relationship between the two values by including un-
necessary and unwanted information (subzero temperatures).


Fourth Principle: ENHANCE DISCRIMINABILITY
According to the principle of discriminability (Wickens


et al., 2004), different parts of a display should be made easily
discriminable by increasing the ratio of dissimilar display
elements to similar ones. In the new display, we made instru-
ments and their readings easier to distinguish from each
other by increasing the spacing between the instruments as


well as reducing the visual clutter from excessive numerical
information.


We also made the representations more discriminable by
introducing different geometric shapes for the pressure and
visibility instruments and by using text of different colors for
the associated labels. Whereas the original display was almost
entirely made up of vertical and horizontal bars, the new
display utilized five different forms of visual representation.


All these changes can be seen in the redesigned display
(Figure 7, next page).


Fifth Principle: DISPLAY PROXIMITY
ENHANCES PROCESSING PROXIMITY


The effect of redundancy gain (Wickens et al., 2004) was
also enhanced in the new display. Redundancy gain occurs
when a visual message is amplified because information is
being conveyed simultaneously in two different ways. For
example, you can tell that a traffic light is signaling “stop” by
the fact that the light is red and also by the fact that the
uppermost light is lit.


In the original METAR display, most of the information
was conveyed in two ways. For example, the visibility range
was shown by the length of a green bar and also by a numerical
value displayed at the end of the bar. However, in several of the
original display’s instruments, the numerical reading was shown
below the instrument, some distance from the part of the in-
strument where the reading was displayed in its graphical form
(see Figure 2, page 12). The top of the bar showing the atmos-
pheric pressure reading, for instance, normally would be some
distance from the numerical reading at the bottom of the
gauge. Though these two parts of the display reinforce each
other somewhat, placing them closer together would increase
this effect by reducing the attentional effort required in look-
ing from one part of the display to the other. The practice of
reducing the mental distance needed to travel between related
parts of the display follows from the proximity compatibility
principle (Wickens & Carswell, 1995). In the new display (see
Figure 5), the numerical value of each parameter was always
placed next to the corresponding graphical symbol.


Sixth Principle: ADD COLOR CODING
Wherever possible, colors used in instruments were chosen


to correspond with natural associations between colors and
qualities. For example, the text used for the heading of the


Figure 4. The section of the original display containing substantial
visual clutter in the form of many numbers in close proximity.


Figure 5. Original (left) and new (right) barometric
pressure representations. Note the relative distances
between the part of the instrument where the reading
is conveyed pictorially (the top of the green bar, or the
end of the red needle) and the part where its numerical
value is displayed.
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precipitation section was blue, drawing on the association
between “blue” and “water.” In the temperature gauge, using
either red or blue for the bars representing temperature and
dew point would have been inappropriate because these colors
have strong associations with hot or cold temperatures. A red
or blue bar would make any temperature seem hot or cold at
first glance. Thus, we used orange for temperature and lime
green for dew point.


For the visibility gauge, the visible range was colored light
blue and the nonvisible range was colored gray, corresponding
to the notion of cloud or haze obscuring a blue sky. Colors
were also chosen so as to stand out from the display’s white
background. This meant that yellow and other very light colors
were not used in the redesigned display.


Seventh Principle: ENSURE CORRESPONDENCE
The display of a variable should look like, or correspond


to, the mental representation of that variable (Wickens et al.,
2004). For example, a gauge representing sound volume should
be oriented vertically, to correspond with people’s idea of
“high” and “low” volume. This is a more general version of the
principle of pictorial realism (Roscoe, 1968, p. 342), which
specifically suggests that displays for use in aviation “should
present a spatial analog of the real world” incorporating the
use of depth.


In accordance with this principle, we redesigned the visi-
bility gauge in the new display to resemble a cone of vision. We
thought this was a better fit with the way people naturally
think of vision and visibility than the simple horizontal bar
used in the original display (see Figure 6). It also provides a
more convincing spatial analog of the concept of visibility as
defined in Federal Aviation Regulations: “Flight visibility means
the average forward horizontal distance, from the cockpit 
of an aircraft in flight, at which prominent unlighted objects
may be seen and identified by day and prominent lighted
objects may be seen and identified by night” (http://ecfr.
gpoaccess.gov).


Eighth Principle: APPLY THE PRINCIPLE OF
CONSISTENCY


In accordance with the principle of consistency (Wickens
et al., 2004), the instruments in the new display were posi-
tioned so as to match the order in which the information is
presented in traditional coded METARs that are familiar to
pilots. Items presented early in the report (such as visibility
and wind speed and direction) were positioned uppermost
and to the left. Items presented later (such as temperature and
dew point) were presented lower down and to the right.


The atmospheric pressure display was the only exception
to this rule. Although pressure information is the last item


Figure 6. Original (left) and new (right) visibility displays.


Figure 7. Ergonomically improved display of meteorological information.
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contained in a METAR, the pressure gauge was placed at the
bottom of the left-hand side of the new display. This was done
because pressure information is one of the less important
pieces of information in a METAR and thus requires less
space. The small pressure gauge could be placed most easily
in the bottom left corner of the display, where it would not
take up any of the room used for the temperature/dew point
gauge on the right.


OTHER CHANGES
We introduced new ways of displaying variable wind


direction and speed in the new display. In the original display,
variable wind direction was represented only by removing the
arrow showing wind direction from the compass and dis-
playing the word “VARIABLE” in the box showing the precise
wind direction (see Figure 2, page 12). This meant that the
viewer had no idea how wind direction was varying.


In the redesigned display, variable wind direction was
represented by two red lines showing compass points indi-
cating the extremes of directional variance of the wind, with
light red shading between these points. Information on vary-
ing wind speed had simply been omitted in the original
display. In the redesigned display, this information was
included, with normal wind speed displayed in black text
and the velocity of any gusts highlighted in pink text.


CONCLUSIONS
The redesigned display is shown in Figure 7. The improve-


ments can be summarized as follows:


• Prominence in the display now corresponds to the actual
importance of each variable. (Make key information
salient.)


• Extraneous lines and labels have been removed. (Show the
data.) 


• Temperature/dew point information is accurately repre-
sented. (Minimize distortions.)


• Visual clutter has been removed; different shapes are
used for different elements. (Enhance discriminability.)


• Numeric information is presented closer to its corre-
sponding graphical symbol. (Display proximity enhances
processing proximity.)


• Natural associations between colors and concepts are uti-
lized. (Add color coding.)


• Symbols better correspond to how pilots think. (Ensure
correspondence.)


• Layout better matches the order of information in coded
reports. (Apply the principle of consistency.)


EVALUATION RESULTS
To determine if our modifications were effective for


conveying essential weather information, we conducted an
empirical evaluation of the effectiveness of using plain-
English forecasts versus the original graphic display and the
redesigned graphic display for conveying essential weather
information to general aviation pilots (O’Hare & Stenhouse,
in press). To eliminate the effects of previous experience in


viewing meteorological information in traditional formats,
we used university students as participants. The participants
viewed two reports in one of the formats and, after a short
distractor task, were asked to recall as much of the informa-
tion as possible. The original graphic display did not lead to
improved performance compared with peformance reading
the plain-English forecast, but the ergonomically redesigned
graphic display did. In particular, participants demonstrated
significantly better recollection of temperature/dew point in-
formation and visibility information with the ergonomically
redesigned display.


In design as in life, less can indeed be more! The application
of a set of readily available human factors/ergonomics prin-
ciples led to a much-improved display interface, which yielded
demonstrable improvements in human performance.
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